
 

 
ArrowMark Partners Adds Senior SRT Professional to Investment Team 

September 14th, 2022 - ArrowMark Partners announced today that Alexis De Vrieze has joined the firm as 
a senior member of ArrowMark’s investment team. Based in ArrowMark’s London office, Alexis will assist 
the team with the sourcing, structuring, and oversight of significant risk transfer (“SRT”) investments, also 
known as regulatory capital relief transactions. His experience in the asset class will expand the diversity 
of the firm’s sourcing networks and the depth of the firm’s fundamental research capabilities to capitalize 
on the unique risk and return profile available in the SRT market.  

Alexis brings over 15 years of knowledge and industry experience to the team. Prior to joining ArrowMark, 
he spent almost 13 years in credit and SRT structuring at Citigroup. Alexis led a group responsible for 
managing and overseeing the origination, sourcing, structuring, marketing, and placement of SRT 
transactions for both Citi and third-party clients. Prior to Citi, Alexis spent two years at Goldman Sachs 
working with Exotic Credit Derivatives.  

“We are thrilled to welcome Alexis to the team. The relationships and structuring expertise he 
has developed throughout his career will strongly complement the skillset of the existing 
ArrowMark team. Alexis’ arrival reflects the firm’s continued commitment and momentum in 
the asset class, as well as a methodical approach to building a team to deliver the best 
investment outcomes for our clients,” said David Corkins, Co-Founding ArrowMark Partner. 
 

ArrowMark has been one of the most active and consistent investors in the SRT market since the 
emergence of the asset class. Over the last 11 years, ArrowMark has invested in 80 distinct regulatory 
capital relief transactions representing approximately $5.9bn of investments.  

About ArrowMark Partners 

ArrowMark Partners is an employee-owned investment management firm founded in 2007. Today, 
ArrowMark manages $21.0 billion in assets on behalf of a broad array of institutional clients and 
professional asset allocators across public and private equity, structured credit, and commercial real estate 
finance investment strategies, as well as through the management of broadly syndicated and middle-market 
CLO funds. ArrowMark is headquartered in Denver, Colorado with additional presence in California, 
London, and New York. 

1ArrowMark AUM includes commercial real estate (“CRE”) assets, including real estate related assets originated and/or 
currently managed or advised by ArrowMark or its affiliate. 

 

 


